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Reserve your Personal Safari Tour
at New York Toy Fair Today!
View our Entire New 2018 Collection
New York (February 7, 2018) Safari Ltd®, an American owned manufacturer and worldwide distributor of Toys That
Teach®, will be hitting New York’s Toy Fair 2018 to showcase our newest offerings - nearly 100 new toys! These include new
dinosaurs and ancient beasts in our Wild Safari® Prehistoric World collection, new sharks and aquatic mammals in our Wild
Safari® Sea Life collection, all new ultra-detailed, large-sized Incredible Creatures®, and much more! These new figures,
along with our entire catalog, will be on display at booth 623!
For 2018, Safari Ltd® is also celebrating 35 years and counting of bringing joy to children and adults alike with our handpainted, expertly sculpted, museum quality figures. Since 1982, we’ve been creating toys that seek to educate through
the joy of play with thoroughly researched, scientifically accurate figures that are equally at home in a child’s toy box or
on a collector’s display shelf.
With our 2018 collection, Safari Ltd® has gone above and beyond with amazing new offerings, including brand new
creatures we’ve never tackled before, and new spins on some classic favorites. The popular Prehistoric World features
updated Triceratops, Ankylosaurus and Dimetrodon figures, combining amazing detail and incorporating the latest
research to bring these creatures to life in figure form. Additionally, the recently discovered Anzu wyliei and Regaliceratops join the line-up. But the reptiles don’t get all the fun – plenty of prehistoric mammals are available as well, including the imposing American Mastodon, the fearsome Daeodon, and many more!
Safari’s extra large size figures also amp up the detail, with the life-like, life-sized Spiny Lobster, Corn Snake and Frogfish
joining our Incredible Creatures®, and the beautifully painted Jaguar, Florida Panther and Bison
additions to our Wildlife Wonders™ collection.
The Wild Safari® line gets some excellent new figures in its Wildlife, North
American Wildlife and Sea Life collections, including the endangered
Sumatran Rhino and Vaquita Porpoise, the shaggy Muskox, the
sleek Leopard Seal, and three new sharks: Lemon, Gray Reef and
Whitetip Reef Shark. There are also some new renditions of classic
figures, including newly sculpted Bison, Manta Ray, and Kangaroo
with Joey. And we haven’t forgotten our fine feathered friends, either. The Wings of the World gets a dynamic new Peregrine Falcon,
Long Eared Owl, and Flamingo.
In addition to our realistic, scientifically accurate nature toys, Safari
Ltd®’s fantasy figurines showcase imagination and mythology
with its Dragons and Mythical Realms® collections. New entries include the monstrous Leviathan, the
cunning Satyr, and the endearing Ocean
and Baby Ocean Dragon figures, which
are designed to be posed and displayed
together.
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On the smaller end of the scale, we’ve got new signature TOOBS®
and Good Luck Minis®. The exciting Zombies Super TOOB®, the
Friendly Fairies Super TOOB®, the Gnome Family Designer TOOB®,
and the Whales TOOB® each contain between six and twelve super
detailed miniature figurines and come packaged in their own re-usable latching case for portable storage! Our pocket-sized Good Luck
Minis® get some tiny new additions as well, including Hummingbirds,
Barn Owls, Moray Eels, Blue Tangs, Waving Cats, and more!
These are just some of the fun new offerings Safari Ltd® will have on
display at Toy Fair 2018, so come and check us out at Booth 623!
Reserve a Tour Today!
See (and touch) all of our figures in person, with a personalized tour
from one of our knowledgeable Safarians! Reserve your spot by sending an email to networking@safariltd.com today!
About Safari Ltd®
Safari Ltd® is an American owned, family operated manufacturer of
hand-painted scientifically accurate Toys That Teach®, based in Miami Lakes, Florida. Their mission is to teach children the importance
of nature and its conservation through the joy of play. The company’s
products can be found in aquariums, zoos, and museums all over
the world. Offerings include scientifically accurate figurines based on
wildlife, farm animals, prehistoric creatures, and dragons and other
fantastical beings. Safari Ltd®’s goal is to provide educational products that allow fans young and old to Discover the Frontiers of Their
Imaginations®.
Safari Ltd® is also dedicated to conservation efforts across the
globeand has contributed to several philanthropic organizations
including the MOTE Marine Laboratory, Fairchild Tropical Botanic
Garden, the Humane Society of Greater Miami, the Loggerhead
Marinelife Center, the Nature Conservancy, National Eagle Center
and the Sierra Club.
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